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Beacon was born from a 
digital agency striving to 
deliver accurate data 
and better campaign 
results to its clients



Click fraud 
protection

Beacon is truly cross-platform, detecting 

invalid bot traffic across all major paid 

search and paid social channels as well 

as programmatic/display advertising.

Once bots are detected, Beacon blocks 

them on Facebook, Instagram, Google 

Ads, and Bing, enabling marketers to 

reach more people, waste less budget, 

and improve campaign ROAS. 



Deep expertise 
With a lack of transparency in the ad tech 

industry, and a growing awareness of ad 

fraud, the founders, Nigel Bridges, Mike 

Townend and Stewart Boutcher, developed a 

solution which combines ad fraud protection 

with accurate marketing campaign data. 

Fast forward to now and with a partner 

network including agencies, technology, 

academic and research partners, Beacon is 

recognised in the industry as a champion for 

transparent and accurate marketing data 

you can trust.



Solving a 
global problem 
Click fraud, ad fraud, invalid clicks 

and fake impressions - it all amounts 

to the same thing - wasted ad spend. 

It's predicted by Juniper Research 

that advertisers’ loss to click fraud will 

reach $100 billion by 2023. Whether 

you spend £5k or £1m a month, this 

affects every online advertiser.

Our data shows 

that around 40% 

of search and 

paid social clicks 

are made by bots, 

not humans



The Beacon solution

Beacon uses digital journey tracking and device 

fingerprinting to detect bots and add them to 

our bot protection database. This database is 

used to block bot impressions (for CPM) and 

clicks (for CPC) on paid campaigns. 

The bot database is regularly updated and 

uses custom bot exclusion lists to give 

maximum reduction in click fraud over time.



Trusted by brands, loved by agencies

Andrew Jacobs,
Digital Marketing 

Manager, OTTY

“Clients love us
even more for 

adding Beacon 
protection to

their campaigns.”

“Beacon has 
eliminated 60%

of our invalid, 
non-human clicks... 

giving us much 
more value from 

our ad spend.”

Chris Morris, CVO,
Shoo Social Media

“Beacon is helping 
us take a more 

agile and informed 
approach to how 
we spend client 
media budgets.”

“Beacon detected 
66% invalid bot 

clicks on my 
Facebook ads 
which has now 

reduced 
significantly.”

Jon Davies,
Partner, Chatter

Jason Guarino
Founder, Island Jay



Leading technology
Real people



Detect Bots
Detects invalid clicks 
across paid search, 
social and display

Block Bots
Automated click 

fraud protection on 
paid campaigns

Reach More 
More human clicks 

for the same
ad spend

Waste Less
Less wasted budget 

on bots and a
higher ROAS

Trust The Data
Feed the marketing 
stack with accurate 

campaign data

Data you can trust,
in 5 steps



We keep
good company



Who we work with 



Don’t just take
our word for it



Awards & Accreditations



Ready to get 
started?

We provide a combined software and 

service solution with customer 

onboarding and ongoing support; 

providing the perfect blend of human and 

artificial intelligence to drive true results. 

Beacon is installed in minutes with no 

impact on operations or existing 

marketing tech. We offer a trial period so 

that organisations can assess the impact 

of Beacon for themselves, before making

a commitment.



Get started at thisisbeacon.com 

Let’s go!



thisisbeacon.com 

hello@thisisbeacon.com
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